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The principal objective of this research/development effort was to develop a multi-
component strain gage balance to measure both static and dynamic forces and moments on models
tested in flow visualization water tunnels. A balance was designed that allows measuring normal
and side forces, and pitching, yawing and rolling moments (no axial force). The balance mounts
internally in the model and is used in a manner typical of wind tunnel balances. The key
differences between a water tunnel balance and a wind tunnel balance are the requirement for very
high sensitivity since th61oads are very low (typical normal force is 90 grams or 0.2 lbs), the need
for water proofing the gage elements, and the small size required to fit into typical water tunnel
models. The five-component balance was calibrated and demonstrated linearity in the responses of
theprimarycomponents toappliedloads,very low interactions between thesections and no
hysteresis.Staticexperimentswere conductedin theEidcticswater tunnelwith deltawings and

F/A-18 models. The datawere compared toforce,s and moments from wind tunneltestsof the

same orsimilarconfigurations.The comparison showed very good agreement,providing

confidencethatloadscan bc measured accuratelyinthewater tunnelwith arelativelysimplemulti-

component internalbalance.The successofthestaticexperimentsencouraged the use of the
balancefordynamic experiments.Among theadvantagesofconductingdynamic testsina water

tunnelarelessdemanding motion and dataacquisitionratesthanina wind tunneltest(becauseof

thelow-speedflow)and thecapabilityofperformingflow visualizationand force/moment (F/M)
measurements simultaneouslywith relativesimplicity.This capabilityofsimultaneousflow

visualizationand forF/M measurements proved extremelyusefultoexplaintheresultsobtained

duringthesedynamic tests.In general,thedevelopment of thisbalanceshouldencourage theuse
of watertunnelsfora wider range of quantitativeand qualitativeexperiments,especiallyduringthe

preliminaryphase of aircraftdesign.
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INTRODUCTION

Water tunnels have been udlized in one form or another to explore fluid mechanics and
aerodynamics phenomena-since thedays ofLeonardo da Vinci.Many studies(Refs.I-6)have
shown that the flow fields and the hydrodynamic forces in water tunnels are equivalent to the
aerodyrmmic flow fields and forces for models in wind tunnels for the incompressible flow regime
(i.e., Mach numbers less than 0.3). Only in recent years, however, have water tunnels been
recognized as highly useful facilities for critical evaluation of complex flow fields on many modem
vehiclessuch as highperformance aircraft.Inparticular,water tunnelshave filleda unique roleas
researchfacilitiesforunderstandingthecomplex flows dominated by vorticesand vortex

interactions.Flow visualizationinwater tunnelsprovidesan excellentmeans fordetailed

observationofthe flow around a wide varietyof configurations.The freestreamflow and the

flow fielddynamics arelow-speed,allowingreal-timevisualassessmentoftheflow patternsusing

a number of techniquesincludingdye injection,hydrogen bubbles,lasersheetillumination,etc.

Water tunneltestingisattractivebecauseoftherelativelylow costand quick turn-around

time to perform experiments and evaluate the results. Models are relatively inexpensive (compared
to wind tunnel models) and can he built and modified as needed in a relatively short time period.
The response of the flow field to changes in model geometry can be directly assessed in water
tunnel experiments with flow visualization. One of the principal limitations of a water tunnel,
however, is that the low flow speed, which provides for detailed visualization, also results in very
small hydrodynamic (aerodynamic) forces on the model, which, in the past, have proven to be
difficult to measure accurately. In most cases where force and moment information is essential
wind tunnel tests (usually with a different model) eventually have to be performed. The advent of
semi-coriductor strain gage technologyand devicesassociatedwithdataacquisitionsuch as low-

noiseamplifiers,electronicfilters,and digitalrecordinghas made accuratemeasurements ofvery
low strainlevelsfeasible.The development ofa system tomeasure thesmall forcesand moments

generated in a water tunnel would increase the usefulness of this type of research facility
significandy. If the water tunnel could determine forces and moments to some level of accuracy
simultaneously with the flow vistmlization, the interpretation of results would be greatly simplified.
Also, it would be possible to quantify the changes produced by configuration modifications,
conventional and unconventional control techniques, etc.

In addition to static F/M measurements, the water tunnel balance can also provide a
capability for dynamic experiments. The high flow speed typical of wind tunnel tests requires
rapid movement of the model in order to simulate a properly scaled dynamic maneuver and the
motions are mechanically difficult to implement. The fast model movement also places demanding
requirements on the response of the data acquisition system to acquire data at high sample rates. In
contrast, the flow speed of water runnel tests is typically much lower (2 orders of magnitude or
more), and consequently, the model motion required to simulate a dynamic maneuver is also very
slow. Thus, the response rates for data acquisition required for force and moment measurements
during transient and dynamic situations are less demanding than in a wind tunnel.
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The specific technical objectives of this research/development project are listed below:

1) Design and fabricate a five-component balance to measure forces and moments in a
water tunnel.

2) Calibrate the balance and determine component sensitivities and interactions, i.e.,

determine the calibration output matrix.

3) Perform static and dynamic experiments on delta wings and F/A-18 models, and
compare the results with available wind tunnel or numerical data to assess the performance of the
balance.

BALANCE DESCRIPTION

Mechanical Design

Basically,thebalanceissimilartothestingbalancesusedinwind tunneltestsand is
locatedinsidethe model (Fig.I).Itconsistsof a rollingmoment section,two pitchingmoment

sectionsand two yawing moment sections,all1.91cm (3/4")indiameter.Five components will

provideforthesimultaneousmeasurement ofpitching,yawing and rollingmoments and normal
and sideforces.The moment ofinertiaofeach sectionwas carefullycalculatedinordertoobtain

the requiredstresslevelsthatproducethedesiredsensitivityand resolutionwhen the balanceis

loaded intheplane ofinterestand maximum stiffnessin theotherplanes.Each component is

attachedtothenextby means of two screws,and two locationpinsensuretheperfectalignment

between components.

Strain Gages

Semi-conductor strain gages are used to get the desired output, since they are widely
acknowledged as being outstanding transduction devices. The change in resistance per unit applied
strain results in an output of 50 to 100 times that of either wire or foil strain gages. The gages used

have a resistance of 1000 f_ and a gage factor (GF) of 145. They are very small in size, only 0.08
cm (0.03") wide by 0.4 cm (0.16") long. Each section is composed of four gages, connected
using a full Wheatstone bridge and of some standard resistors added externally. These resistors
are used to compensate for differences in the strain gage resistance and to compensate for
temperature changes. The values of the resistors vary for each of the sections and are specified by
the gaging company after extensive tests. Temperature compensation for this application is not
very critical since the temperature changes during a typical water tunnel test are almost negligible.

A 100 i't potentiometer is used to balance each bridge externally when the internal potentiometer of

the signal conditioner is not enough to produce a zero reading under specific loading conditions.

Water Proofing

The fact that the balance has to operate under water complicates the problem significantly,
and different water proofing techniques had to be tested until the optimum was found. After the
gages, terminals and wires were in place, a layer of silicon rubber was applied over the entire area
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where the gages and terminals are located. The balance was later coated with Parylene TM, a thin
plastic film applied in a vacuum chamber. A rubber sleeve was utilized as a tertiary protection, as
seen in Fig. 1.

DATA ACQUISITION/REDUCTION SYSTEM

A multi-channel system was used to provide excitation voltage (5 Volts) to the bridges, and

to amplify and condition the output signals. The output lines for each channel were routed both to
the digital display of the signal conditioner and to an analog-to-digital (A/D) board inside a
Macintosh Quadra 700 computer.

The data acquisition/reduction software was developed specifically for this application
using National Instrument's LabView, a graphical programming language. The software provides
an interface that is user friendly and is versatile in its ability to reduce and display the balance and
tunnel condition data eff'__ienfly. The basic methodology for the data reduction system, particularly
the treatment of the balance equations, is based on the same approach used for typical wind tunnel
data reduction schemes. The data acquisition/reduction software allows to perform a full balance
calibration, as well as to acquire and reduce data during static and dynamic experiments. It allows
the user to display "on-line" signals, acquire data at specif'md sampling rates and to reduce the data
to coefficient form. Ftles with raw and coefficient data are created and saved to a disk for later

plotting or reprocessing.

BALANCE CALIBRATION

A key to accurately acquiring data from an internal balance is a precise and repeatable
calibration. For a multi-component balance, it is important to determine the response of each

section to a load in its primary plane of action (sensitivity) and also to loads in other planes
(interactions). For example, the output from a pitching moment gage will depend not only on the

direct application of a pitching moment (or a normal force) but will also respond to a roiling
moment or a yawing moment input. The objective is to minimize these interactive load/respouse
characteristics, but the expense of manufacturing a balance to the tolerance levels to approach zero
interactions is not warranted since the interactions can now be accounted for quite easily on modem
computers. Therefore, appropriate calibration hardware, software and procedures are essential to
obtain the correct sensitivities and interactions.

Calibration Rig

A simple calibration apparatus, shown in Fig. 2, was designed and built to calibrate the
five-component balance. Basically, the rig consist of a main aluminum support where the sting
mount and balance are attached. Pulleys on each side of the balance can be used to obtain accurate
side forces and roiling moments. The pulley system permits the application of a pure roiling
moment provided that low friction pulleys are used and the cables are perfectly aligned. Each
pulley is mounted on a shaft between two bases that slide along a side rail. The bases can also be
moved up and down, so the pulley can be accurately positioned to obtain the desired load. A
loading ftxture attached to the balance end is used to apply the weights at the desired load points.
The loading fixture can be rotated to get the proper configuration according to the desired type of
loading. The balance can also be rotated; therefore, the required loading can be obtained either by
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rotatingthebalanceor the loading fixture. Levels and stainless steel pins ensure the perfect
alignment of the balance and the rig throughout the calibration process.

Calibration Results

A full calibration was performed using the calibration fig and standard procedures typical of
wind tunnel sting balances. The balance was loaded at five load points with positive and negative
normal and side forces, and at the balance reference center (Load Point 3, LP3) with positive and

negative rolling moments. The software developed acquires and graphs the data for the different
loading cases, applying a linear curve fit. After all the graphs are created, it automatically builds
the calibration input matrix. By inverting the input matrix, the calibration output matrix is
obtained. This matrix allows to obtain engineering units from the voltages at each section,
applying all the correct sensitivities and interactions.

Figure 3 presents_an example of a loading case, i.e., the response of the five channels to a
normal force applied at EP4. As expected, the largest response is seen in Channel 1 (CH1), which
corresponds to the most forward pitching moment section. Since the load is applied exactly at the
location of the second pitching moment section (CH3), this channel does not react to this particular
loading. Interactions with the rolling moment and yawing moment sections (CH0, CH2, CH4) are
very small.

After all the loading cases were completed, the slopes of the output of each channel at the
different load points were plotted versus the distance to said load points. Figure 4 shows one of
these plots, in this case, the response of the pitching moment gauges to an applied pitching _
moment. The slopes of the lines (approximately 0.009 Volts/in-lb) are the sensitivity to pitching
moment, while the y-intercepts are the sensitivity of these channels to a normal force. Figure 5
presents, in a similar manner, the sensitivity of the yawing moment gages to an applied yawing
moment (0.026 Volts/in-lb).

The rolling moment calibration is presented in Fig. 6. Pure positive and negative roiling
moments were applied at LP3, and the output at the gages in Volts is plotted versus moment for the
five channels. The response of the roiling moment component (CH2) is linear, both for the
positive and negative cases. The slope of this line represents the sensitivity of the section to rolling
moment, i.e., -0.0097 Volts/in-lb (average of the slopes of the positive and negative loading
cases). Interactions with the other sections are negligible.

Hysteresis was also investigated to complete the calibration. The balance was loaded and
then unloaded using the same weight increments. All possible loading cases were investigated,
i.e., positive and negative side and normal forces, and positive and negative rolling moments. The
balance showed no hysteresis on any of the channels under primary loads.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Water Tunnel

All experiments were conducted in the Eidetics Model 2436 Flow Visualization Water
Tunnel. The facility is a continuous horizontal flow tunnel with a test section 0.91 m (3 ft) high x
0.61 m (2 ft) wide x 1.83 m (6 ft) long. The model is mounted inverted, and it is possible to test
at angles of attack between 0 ° and 65 °, and at sideslip angles between -25 ° and 25 °.
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Models

A 70 ° flat plate delta wing and F/A- 18 models were used for these experiments. The
aluminum delta wing (Fig. 7) has a root chord of 15 inches and a double-beveled leading edge.
The balance is located at the model centerline and two fiberglass fairings (top and bottom) covered

the entire balance. The 1/32nd-scale F/A-18 model is shown in Fig. 8. The reason for choosing

the F/A-18 was the availability of data from several wind tunnel tests on this configuration that
could be used for direct comparison to evaluate the performance of the balance. The plastic model
is equipped with dye ports for flow visualization and the balance is attached to an internal
aluminum plate. Control surfaces were fLxed at 00 throughout the entire test (leading edge flaps

were fixed at 34°). The rotary balance experiments were performed on a 1/48th-scale F/A-18 due
to size constraints in the water tunnel. The width of the rest section (24 inches) did not allow the

use of the 1/32rid-scale F/A-18 model utilized for the other dynamic experiments. The smaller

plastic model has a span of 10 inches and a total length of 14 inches. Moments are referenced to

the 50% _ on the delta wing and to the 25% c on the F/A-18 models, except when indicated.

STAT/C WATER TUNNEL EXPERIMENTS

Methodology And Boundary Corrections

The statictestswere performed followingstandard"wind tunnelprocedures".The gages

were zeroed at the beginning of each run with the model at cc = 13= ¢p= 0 °. A static tare (or weight
tare) was performed before the actual run. This consists of an angle of attack sweep with the
tunnel off (Qo_ = O) to account for gravity effects. After that, the mode/is always returned to

a = 0 °, a zexo point is taken and the mrmel is started.

The water tunnel data were corrected only at high angles of attack. This correction is
required as a result of a significant expansion of the wake when the wing stalls and it was
developed by Cunningham (Ref. 5). It is a semi-empirical relationship based only on planform
blockage and angle of attack. Equations in Ref. 5 are given only for CN; however, since this is

actually a Q** correction, it was also applied to the other components in a similar manner. The

correction is applied starting at a = 38 ° for the delta wings and at o_= 40 ° for the F/A-18

(approximate stall angles for each configuration). Figure 9 shows uncorrected and corrected data
for the 70 ° delta wing at zero sideslip, with the largest changes occurring in the normal and side
forces.

Examples of Static Test Results

Most of the static experiments were conducted at velocities ranging from 12.7 cm/sec (0.42
ft/sec) to 17.8 crn/sec (0.58 ft/sec). This range of velocities corresponds to Reynolds numbers
from 34,000 to 47,000 per foot. Data were acquired at 100 samples/see for 25 seconds and were
not faltered. The large number of samples acquired permitted to obtain a mean value that represents
the average gage reading at that particular loading condition.
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Thelongitudinalcharacteristics of the 70 ° delta wing during static conditions are presented
and compared to wind tunnel data in Fig. 10. The water ttmnel data (obtained at V., = 0.58 f-t/sec)

are compared to similar data obtained in another water tunnel (Ref. 5), and in the KU 3x4' wind
tunnel (gef. 7), the WSU 7x10' wind tunnel (Ref. 8) and the Langley 12' wind tunnel (Ref. 9).
The normal force coefficient agrees very well with most of the data, except for the Langley data.
The differences between these data and the other wind tunnel data are quite significant and are
probably due to the type of corrections applied, mounting system, flow quality, etc. Since the

software provided the moments referenced to the 50% _, the appropriate transformations had to be

applied to obtain Cm at other locations. The pitching moment at 30% _ is compared to two sets of

wind tunnel data and the agreement is satisfactory.

Figure 11 shows a comparison between the water tunnel test and other wind tunnel tests for

the baseline F/A- 18. Angle of attack sweeps at 13= 0 ° were performed and the agreement in CN is

very good, both in slope and absolute magnitude. The data obtained in the water tunnel match not
only other small-scale wind tunnel tests (Refs. 10-12), but the full-scale test at the NASA Ames
80x120' (Ref. 13) and the F/A-18 Aero Model used in simulation as well. Only one data set
(Langley 12', Ref. 12) has much lower values than those obtained in this test. The pitching
moment measurements also agree well with other data; small differences are seen between 45 ° and
55 ° angle of attack, but trends and slopes are very similar. Lateral/directional characteristics were
compared to data from Ref. 11, as seen in Fig. 12, and similarities in the Cy and CI curves during

13sweeps at u = 30°areevident. It shouldbe noted that corrections due to wall proximity during

sideslip sweeps were not introduced in the data reduction scheme, and therefore, small
discrepancies can be expected. These comparisons show that the balance can be used effectively to
measure five components of the forces and moments experienced by a "real" configuration (as
opposed to "generic", as in the case of the delta wing) in this flow regime. For more information
and examples on water tunnel static tests, please see References 14 and 15.

DYNAMIC WATER TUNNEL EXPERIMENTS

Methodology And Boundary Corrections

The motion rates selected for the dynamic tests conducted in the water tunnel should, of
course, be scaled properly to represent the correct reladomhip between rotation rate, scale, and free
stream velocity. During the dynamic experiments, the data are corrected at high angles of attack
with the same technique utilized during the smile water tunnel experiments (Refs. 5, 14 and 15). A
weight tare (V** = 0) is performed to account for gravity effects as in the smile tests. The software

handles the entire data acquisition and reduction processes, as well as the model motion. In order
to correlate the F/M measurements with the model position, the software takes an eneoder reading,
then acquires the balance data, takes a second encoder reading and assigns the balance values to the
average of the two encoder readings. The number of balance samples acquired between each
encoder reading can be varied, and the final value for each channel is the arithmetic average of the
samples taken. As expected, the larger the number of samples acquired, the better the quality of
the data. It was found that by acquiring 800/1,000 per channel, the data obtained are very smooth
and repeatable, requiring no post-processing or curve-fitilng and clearly indicating the value of the
force/moment at the particular model location. Since the A/D board used allows acquiring data
very fast (10,000 samples per second), it was possible to take a large number of samples per
channel and still obtain an adequate density of points (again, the low motion rates required in the
water tunnel facilitate these experiments). For the rotary balance tests, data were acquired and
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averaged over two revolutions to avoid excessive twisting of the cables (no slip-ring was used). A
weight tare (V** = 0), also averaged over exactly two revolutions, was performed at each angle of
attack and subtracted from the "tunnel on" data.

Effect Of Inertial Tares

One of the unknowns in dynamic water tunnel experiments was the model inertia effects on
the data, i.e., the effect of the resistance to motion due to the model mass moment of inertia.

Before actually performing the experiments, it was calculated that the inertia contribution to the
aerodynamic values to be measured would be small, because of the low motion rates used in the
water tunnel. The inertia effects are determined by measuring the time-variant moment recorded by
the balance with the model in motion with the tunnel velocity at zero. This motion must be
identical to the motion generated with the tunnel on (V** > 0). The aerodynamic contribution is

determined by subtracting the measured moment at V** = 0 from the moment measured at V_ > 0.

Results indicate that the inertial contribution is, indeed, very small Figure 13a shows the
measured normal force on the 70 ° delta wing during a ramp-hold maneuver from 15 ° to 60 ° angle of
attack. The value of the normal force N 0bs) measured during the pitch-up motion when the water
tunnel is off (V** = 0) is almost negligible, approximately 1% of the value measured with tunnel

speed. Also included in Fig. 13a is the value of the normal force measured during the specified
motion with no water in the tunnel The value of N throughout the dynamic maneuver under the
"no water" condition is very similar to the V** = 0 case, indicating that there are no major "virtual

mass effects" (resistance of the surrounding water to being displaced by the moving model).
Similar results were obtained during pitch oscillations with the F/A-18 models (big. 13b), and
during the other dynamic experiments (yaw and roll oscillations, rotary balance tests). Therefore,
depending on the quality of the data required, the inertia effects can be ignored, facilitating the
testing and the data reduction process.

Examples of Dynamic Test Results

Pitch Oscillations (70 ° Delta Wing Model)

The first set of dynamic experiments consisted of large-amplitude pitch oscillations about a

mean angle of attack Cto. The purpose of these tests was to directly compare the water tunnel data

to results from wind tunnel tests conducted at NASA Langley by Brandon and Shaw, where a 70 °
wing was investigated for forces and moments produced by these large-amplitude pitch motions
(Ref. 16). Figure 14 presents changes in the normal force coefficient produced by oscillating the

delta wing +18 ° about different eto's with a reduced frequency k = 0.0376. This k value

corresponds to a maximum full-scale pitch rate of approximately 60 deg/sec for a typical fighter
aircraft at altitude and at V_ = 200 ft/sec. The hysteresis loops are evident in the force

measurements, with all the cases producing similar values of CN overshoot. Results from the

wind tunnel tests in Ref. 16 are shown in the same figure and the similarities in the two data sets
can be clearly identified. The level of CN is slightly lower in the wind tunnel test, especially above

25 °, but the shape of the dynamic loops and the relative increments are very similar in both tests.
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Pitch-Up/Down And Hold Maneuvers (F/A-18 Model)

Experiments on the 1/32nd-scale F/A-18 model included pitch-up/down and hold

maneuvers. The model rotates about the 25% _ , and the motions are basically constant rate
ramps. Figure 15 presents results for pitch-up and hold motions from 15 ° to 65 ° angle of attack for
different non-dimensional pitch rates qo- The normal force and pitching moment data show a

dependency on pitch rate, as reported by Brandon and Shaw in Ref. 17. This set of experiments
was completed with pitch-down and hold maneuvers at different rates. The maneuver consisted of
pitching down the F/A-18 model from 65 ° to 15 ° angle of attack. The motion profiles for the pitch-
up and hold maneuvers, along with the variation of the normal force coefficient with time, are
illustrated in Fig. 16. The _persistence" in normal force, def'med as the time it takes the force to
reach its steady or static value from the moment the motion stopped, is clearly observed. Figure 17
shows the motion profiles and the change in the normal force coefficient versus time for the pitch-
down and hold maneuver. It is very interesting to notice that, contrary to the behavior observed
during the pitch-up maneuvers in terms of persistence, by the time the model stops after the pitch-
down, the value of the n oj'mal force is almost thesame as the static value, denoting a very small or
almost zero persistence. The persistence in CN, in terms of convective time units, is compared to

data from the wind tunnel experiments (Ref. 17) in Fig. 18. A convective time unit is the time it
takes one panicle in the free stream to travel a distance equal to the mean aerodynamic chord on the
model. The similarities between the results from the two experiments are quite evident, indicating
similar flows and dynamic force/moment responses.

Rotary-Balance Experiments (F/A-18 Model)

Another important maneuver for present and future aircraft is the "loaded roll" or rolling
around the velocity vector at medium to high angles of attack. In the wind tunnel, rotary-balances
are used to acquire force and moment data from an internal balance with the model rotating around
the velocity vector at varying rotation rates. With the balance, the water tunnel can provide a
simplified version of the same type of test capability with the added benefit of being able to observe
the behavior of the flow at the same time. The rig consists of an aluminum C-strut that attaches to
the roll mechanism and the water tunnel main C-strut (Fig. 19). The angle of attack is changed
manually by sliding the arm along the C-strut, allowing testing at angles of attack between 0 ° and

60 °. Once the desired o_ is obtained, the arm is f_xed in position. Sideslip can be varied by rotating
the sting in the adapter located at the end of the arm.

As in the other dynamic experiments, it was found that the inertial effects on the data were
negligible, and thus, the rotary tare can be performed at any rotation speed. These particular

rotary-balance experiments were performed for non-rotational rates _ up to _+0.15 and the rotary

tares were always conducted at rates corresponding to £2 = 0.10. Data from the water tunnel

rotary-balance tests correspond to runs at 0.42 ft/sec and 0.58 ft/see (Reynolds number of 8,200
and 11,500, respectively). These data are compared to results from a rotary-balance test performed
by Eidetics on a 6%-scale F/A-18 in the NASA Ames 7x10' wind tunnel (Ref. 18), and from a test
of a 1/10-scale F-18 model at the Langley Spin Tunnel (Ref. 19). Results of F/M measurement at

(z = 50 °, presented in Fig. 20, reveal that the normal force coefficient has a similar behavior in all

the tests, i.e., a slight increase with rotation rate. The agreement in the lateral/directional
coefficients is quite acceptable. Evidently, the forebody vortex flow fields in the water and wind

tunnel experiments present opposite asymmetries, as indicated by the side force value at f2 = 0, but

the anti-spin slope is similar in both tests. The yawing moment coefficient obtained in the water
tunnel presents a smaller slope than that revealed by the wind tunnel results, especially for negative
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rotations, denoting again a possible slight shift in the center of pressure. The anti-spin behavior,
however, is still present. For more information and examples of water tunnel dynamic
experiments, see Ref. 20.

CONCLUSIONS

A five-component balance was designed, built and tested in the Eidetics' water tunnel. The
balance was calibrated and showed good linearity and low interactions. Results of static
experiments were quite satisfactory, showing good correlation with wind tunnel data of similar
configurations (delta wings and F/A-18 models). This research/development project also explored
the use of the balance to perform dynamic experiments in the water mrmel. Among the advantages
of conducting dynamic tests in a water tunnel are less demanding motion and data acquisition rates
than in a wind tunnel test (because of the low-speed flow) and the capability of performing flow
visualization and force/moment measurements simultaneously with relative simplicity. Dynamic
experiments included pitch, yaw and roll oscillations, pitch-up/down and hold maneuvers and
rotary-balance tests. Results obtained in these tests also compared well with wind tunnel data.

In general, results obtained in this research/development project show conclusively that
water tunnels can be used effectively for quantitative and qualitative measurements and emphasizes
the importance of having the capability of performing simultaneous flow visualization and F/M
measurements.
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Figure 1 - Water Tunnel Balance Shown in Figure 2 - Calibration Rig
the 1/32nd Scale F/A-18 Model
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